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ABSTRACT
An interdecadal weakening in the North Atlantic storm track (NAST) and a poleward shift of the North
Pacific storm track (NPST) are found during October–March for the period 1979–2015. A significant warming
of surface air temperature (Ts) over northeastern North America and a La Niña–like change in the North
Pacific under the background of Arctic amplification are found to be the contributors to the observed
changes in the NAST and the NPST, respectively, via modulation of local baroclinicity. The interdecadal change
in baroclinic energy conversion is consistent with changes in storm tracks with an energy loss from eddies to
mean flow over the North Atlantic and an energy gain over the North Pacific. The analysis of simulations from
the Community Earth System Model Large Ensemble project, although with some biases in storm-track and
Ts simulations, supports the observed relationship between the NAST and Ts over northeastern North
America, as well as the link between the NPST and El Niño–Southern Oscillation. The near-future projections of Ts and storm tracks are characterized by a warmer planet under the influence of increasing
greenhouse gases and a significant weakening of both the NAST and the NPST. The potential role of the
NAST in redistributing changes in Ts over the surrounding regions is also examined. The anomalous equatorward moisture flux associated with the weakening trend of the NAST would enhance the warming over its
upstream region and hinder the warming over its downstream region via modulation of the downward infrared radiation.

1. Introduction
Storm tracks are defined as the preferred regions of
extratropical synoptic-scale disturbances (Blackmon
1976). Extreme weather events in the midlatitudes,
including extreme precipitation (Kunkel et al. 2012),
droughts (Hoerling et al. 2014), coastal flooding (Colle
et al. 2008), and extreme cold or heat events (Kocin
et al. 1988; Chang et al. 2016) are caused or strongly
modulated by storm tracks. Considering significant
impacts of storm tracks on global extreme weather and
climate, the variability of storm tracks, ranging from
hourly to decadal time scale, has long been an intriguing research topic (e.g., Chang et al. 2002).
On the subseasonal time scale, the main driver for
the variability of Northern Hemisphere winter storm
tracks (hereafter ‘‘storm tracks’’) is the Madden–
Julian oscillation (MJO; Madden and Julian 1971,
1972, 1994). The eastward movement of anomalous
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tropical convection associated with the MJO across
the Indian Ocean and the western Pacific is accompanied by northeastward propagation of the North
Pacific storm track (NPST) (Matthews and Kiladis
1999; Deng and Jiang 2011; Lee and Lim 2012;
Takahashi and Shirooka 2014). On the seasonal time
scale, the North Atlantic and Pacific storm tracks show
distinct features: the NPST reaches its minimum in
winter and peaks in spring and fall, which is termed
the ‘‘midwinter suppression,’’ while the North Atlantic storm track (NAST) attains its maximum in
winter (Nakamura 1992; Christoph et al. 1997). On an
interannual time scale, the variation of storm tracks
could be decomposed into changes in location and
intensity (Lau 1988). The north–south shift of the
NPST is modulated by El Niño–Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) with equatorward and eastward movement
during El Niño years, and vice versa during La Niña
years (Trenberth and Hurrell 1994; Straus and Shukla
1997). The intensity of the NPST is found to be
influenced by the East Asian winter monsoon
(Nakamura et al. 2002; Harnik and Chang 2004; Lee
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et al. 2010; Song et al. 2016). A weaker NPST is observed during strong East Asian winter monsoon years
due to narrowing of the subtropical Pacific jet (Harnik
and Chang 2004) as well as a change in local baroclinicity (Lee et al. 2010). The NAST shows extension
and meridional shift during different phases of the
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO; Walker 1924).
Burkhardt and James (2006) and Chang (2009) found
an intensified NAST over the eastern Atlantic during
the positive phase of the NAO. Hurrell et al. (2003)
and Bader et al. (2011) suggested enhanced (reduced)
storm-track activity (STA) to the north (south) of the
NAST during the positive phase of the NAO.
Among various time scales, the STA on the decadal
time scale has received more scientific attention in
recent decades because of the growing interest in climate change. While studies have shown that both the
NAST and the NPST have had a significant shift of
their intensity around the midtwentieth century, the
years and intensity of the change differ among the
studies (Geng and Sugi 2001, 2003; Graham and Diaz
2001; Chang and Fu 2002; Wang et al. 2013; Chang and
Yau 2016). The change of storm tracks in recent decades and its future projection is even more uncertain.
Several studies have shown a northward shift of both
the NAST and the NPST in recent decades (Wang
et al. 2006; Bender et al. 2012) and in the future
(Fischer-Bruns et al. 2005; Yin 2005; Bengtsson et al.
2006; O’Gorman 2010; Chang et al. 2012; Lehmann
et al. 2014), while others have demonstrated a recent
and projected weakening trend in the NAST (Lee
et al. 2012; Zappa and Shaffrey et al. 2013; Colle et al.
2015) or a strengthening and extension of southern
flank of the NAST with increasing greenhouse gases
(Woollings et al. 2012; Harvey et al. 2015). The decadal change of storm tracks, particularly in the North
Atlantic, has yet to be fully addressed.
Arctic amplification, the warming trend in the Arctic, which is almost twice as large as the global mean
temperature, is known to be a significant result of recent climate change. However, whether Arctic amplification has an impact on the midlatitude weather is
still disputable. Convincing evidence has been provided in the affirmative (e.g., Lorenz and DeWeaver
2007; Honda et al. 2009; Francis and Vavrus 2012,
2015; Liu et al. 2012; Tang et al. 2013). For example,
with the aid of a general circulation model (GCM),
Lorenz and DeWeaver (2007) argued that under the
background of global warming, the tropopause height
rises and is accompanied by a strengthening in the
transient eddies with a poleward shift over the globe.
On the other hand, several studies argued that an increase in frequency of the negative NAO associated
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with Arctic amplification could induce an equatorward
shift of the NAST (Strong et al. 2009; Overland and
Wang 2010; Liu et al. 2012; Woollings and Blackburn
2012; Nakamura et al. 2015). A detailed review regarding the influence of Arctic amplification on the
midlatitudes is provided by Cohen et al. (2014).
However, some investigators have argued that Arctic
amplification may not be a dominant factor controlling
the midlatitude weather because a response is not
noticeable and is often obscured by the atmospheric
internal variability (Screen and Simmonds et al. 2013;
Barnes and Screen 2015; Perlwitz et al. 2015). Therefore, any possible role of Arctic amplification in
causing changes in the STA is still an open question.
This is the focus of our study.
The results of previous studies could not reach a
consensus on how storm tracks have changed in recent
decades or how they will be changed in the future. One
reason for discrepancies among investigators is a difference of analysis methods used in previous studies.
Some studies were based solely on numerical model
experiment (e.g., Fischer-Bruns et al. 2005; Yin 2005;
Lehmann et al. 2014); others included reanalysis data
but employed different single-statistic representatives
of storm tracks (e.g., Wang et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2012;
Zappa and Shaffrey et al. 2013). In this study, we will
revisit the interdecadal change in storm tracks based
on three statistical metrics and verify the possible
mechanism with a model simulation. Previous studies
also leave us uncertain whether the recent change in
storm tracks is related to the Arctic warming. Our
hypothesis is that Arctic amplification would result in
changes in baroclinicity and hence influence the STA.
We will test our hypothesis using a high-resolution
reanalysis and simulations from the Community Earth
System Model (CESM) Large Ensemble (CESM-LE;
Kay et al. 2015) project. In addition, although several
studies suggested a possible contribution of midlatitude variation to changes in the Arctic surface air
temperature (Ts) (e.g., S. Lee et al. 2011; Yoo et al.
2012; Woods et al. 2013; Park et al. 2015), their analyses were focused primarily on an intraseasonal time
scale. In this study, we will examine the potential
feedback of changes in the NAST on Arctic amplification on the interdecadal time scale.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains
an introduction of datasets and statistical metrics used to
define storm tracks. Section 3 describes the interdecadal
change of storm tracks using different statistical parameters. The influence of Arctic amplification on the
interdecadal change in storm tracks and its plausible
mechanism will be presented in section 4, along with the
model simulations. The possible feedback of the NAST
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on Arctic amplification is discussed in section 5. Section 6
gives a summary and discussion.

2. Data and method
a. Data
The data used in the present study is the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
interim reanalysis (ERA-Interim) dataset (Dee et al.
2011), which includes daily averaged and monthly quantities from 1979 to 2015. The pressure-level data include
horizontal winds, vertical velocity, and air temperature
with a horizontal resolution of 2.58 longitude 3 2.58 latitude
and 19 vertical levels from 1000 to 100 hPa. The surface
quantities are sea level pressure (SLP) and downward infrared radiation (IR). Considering the fact that storm
tracks peak from fall to spring, we will focus our analysis
on October–March (hereafter referred to as the cool season). To identify the influence of tropical sea surface
temperature (SST) on storm tracks, ENSO years are selected based on the Niño-3.4 index using the Extended
Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature, version 4
(ERSST.v4; Huang et al. 2015), provided by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
To test our hypothesis and suggested mechanism, we
make use of daily output of SLP and monthly output of Ts
from 33 ensemble members derived from the CESM-LE.
The CESM-LE contains 40 simulations that are conducted with the CESM, version 1, which uses the Community Atmosphere Model, version 5.2 (CAM5.2), as
its atmospheric component, coupled with the ocean,
land, and sea ice component models. All historical
simulations are subject to the identical external radiative forcing (i.e., greenhouse gas, short-lived gases and
aerosols, and ozone) but are initiated by a slightly different atmospheric state, which enables assessment of
the atmospheric internal variability. The historical
forcing from 1920 to 2005 and the representative concentration pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5) forcing, which corresponds to an anthropogenic forcing of 8.5 W m22 by 2100
from 2006 to 2100, are applied in the CESM-LE. RCP8.5
describes the climate change with the highest greenhouse gas emissions and CO2 concentrations without
any climate mitigation (Riahi et al. 2011). A detailed
description of the CESM-LE is provided by Kay et al.
(2015). Near-future projections of Ts and storm tracks
under different climate change scenarios are derived
from 13 ensemble simulations (members 3–15) forced by
RCP4.5, which corresponds to a medium radiative
forcing of 4.5 W m22 by 2100. RCP4.5 derived from the
CESM medium ensemble project is compared with the
simulations forced by RCP8.5. The comparison of
the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios not only provides

examination of near-future projections of Ts and storm
tracks but also enables us to evaluate changes in storm
tracks under the influence of Arctic amplification. To
facilitate comparison between the reanalysis data and
model simulations, historical runs are selected from
1979 to 2005. For the near-future projection, we analyze
the model simulation output from 2016 to 2040.

b. Methodology
Different choices of variables used to represent the
STA will result in different results. For example, Chang
et al. (2012) found an increasing trend for the North
Atlantic STA in the period of 1980–2010 when using
300-hPa meridional velocity as a measure of the STA,
while a decreasing trend is found when using SLP as a
measure of the STA. For cross validation, we examine the
STA using three different statistical metrics. The first
metric is the 24-h difference-filtered variance to extract
the synoptic variability (Wallace et al. 1988; Chang et al.
2012; Chang and Yau 2016), calculated as follows:
vv300 5

1
N

å [y(t 1 24 h) 2 y(t)]2 ,

(1)

N

where vv300 is the 24-h difference-filtered variance of
meridional velocity y at 300 hPa and N is the number of
days within the cool season, which is 181. This 24-h
filter highlights the synoptic variation between periods
of 1.2–6 days. The second metric is the high-frequencyfiltered variance. A Lanczos filter (Duchon 1979) is
applied to the daily SLP to extract the high-frequency
signal in 2–8 days with 17 daily weights, and the square
of the quantity, denoted as ‘‘pp,’’ is then calculated to
represent the intensity of storm tracks (Chang et al.
2012; Chang and Yau 2016). The third metric is the
eddy kinetic energy (EKE). A 2–8-day Lanczos filter is
applied to daily horizontal winds, and then the EKE
is computed on each vertical level using the following
expression:
1
EKE 5 (u0 2 1 y 0 2 ) ,
2

(2)

where u and y are the zonal and meridional wind, respectively. The vertically integrated EKE between 925
and 250 hPa is derived to describe the STA (Takahashi
and Shirooka 2014). The analysis of the STA in this
study will mostly rely on the EKE. However, because
the interdecadal change in the observed EKE is similar
to that in the pp and because the horizontal winds are
only available at three vertical levels (850, 500, and
200 hPa) in the model simulation, the assessment of
model performance and near-future change of the STA
will be based on the pp. To calculate the anomalies, the
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FIG. 1. The warm–cold differences (shading; 1997/98–2014/15 mean minus 1979/80–96/97 mean) of (a) Ts
(interval: 0.5 K) and storm tracks defined by the (b) vv300 (interval: 10 m2 s22), (c) pp (interval: 1 hPa2), and (d) EKE
(interval: 1 m2 s22) during the cool season (October–March). Dotted areas indicate differences exceeding the 95%
significance level according to the Student’s t test.

climatology of the seasonal cycle of the corresponding
field is subtracted from the total field.

3. Interdecadal change in storm tracks
To examine the interdecadal change in storm tracks
over the past 36 years under the background of Arctic
amplification, a difference of the 18-yr mean (warm–
cold difference) before and after 1996/97 is compared.
As suggested by Chylek et al. (2009) and Walsh (2014),
1996/97 is considered as the transition for the Arctic
(608–908N) Ts during the period 1979/80–2014/15 (figure
not shown). The period from1979/80 to 1996/97 is defined as a cold period, and the period from 1997/98 to
2014/15 is the warm period. The results of Ts and storm
tracks based on the vv300, pp, and EKE are shown in
Fig. 1. The warm–cold difference of Ts (Fig. 1a) shows
significant Arctic warming with a La Niña–like pattern
in the Pacific and a weak cooling trend over northern
Asia. The La Niña–like pattern is significant, especially
the cooling in the eastern Pacific, which has been
documented in previous studies (e.g., Luo et al. 2012;
Kosaka and Xie 2013). The cooling trend over northern
Asia has been found in previous studies as well (e.g.,
Overland et al. 2011; Wang and Chen 2014; Horton et al.
2015; Sun et al. 2016). Two maxima in surface warming
are discerned, with one located over eastern Canada and
western Greenland and the other over the Barents and
Kara Seas. A significant poleward shift of the NPST is
found, which is consistent with some previous studies
(e.g., Wang et al. 2006; Chang et al. 2012) (Figs. 1b–d).

Meanwhile, a striking weakening trend in the NAST is
suggested with the center located over the northern
North Atlantic (around 608N). In general, three different statistical methods/parameters indicate the same
characteristic trend of storm tracks in both the North
Pacific and Atlantic, albeit with slight differences in the
amplitude and location. Therefore, we conclude that
the interdecadal change of the STA is a robust
phenomenon.
The interdecadal change of the zonal mean storm
track and its Pacific and Atlantic components are examined at various vertical levels (Fig. 2). The areas averaged in the Pacific and Atlantic cases are chosen based
on the regions of their significant observed changes,
found in Fig. 1 (1208E–1208W for the Pacific and
908W–08 for the Atlantic). Overall, a decreased temperature gradient (possibly due to Arctic amplification) is found
throughout the troposphere. The interdecadal change in
the global zonal mean STA reaches its maximum near
250 hPa and is characterized by an intensification at its
southern flank and an attenuation along its northern
flank (Fig. 2a). Meanwhile, an upward shift of storm
tracks toward the tropopause is also detected, which is
consistent with the conclusion of Yin (2005). However,
by analyzing interdecadal changes in the North Atlantic
and Pacific storms tracks, respectively, it is shown that
the observed change in the global zonal mean STA is
effectively a superposition of changes in the Atlantic
and Pacific storm tracks. The change in the NPST
(Fig. 2b) is characterized by a shift both poleward and
upward as suggested by previous studies. In the Atlantic
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FIG. 2. Latitude–altitude cross section of the warm–cold differences of (a) zonal mean air temperature (shading; interval: 0.2 K)
and storm tracks defined by the EKE (red and blue contours; interval: 2 m2 s22) and their counterparts averaged over (b) the Pacific
(1208E–1208W) and (c) the Atlantic (908W–08). Gray contours indicate the climatology of zonal mean STA in (a) and the NPST and
NAST in (b) and (c), respectively (interval: 50 m2 s22). The zero contour is omitted in all plots.

(Fig. 2c), the Arctic warming signal is strong throughout
all vertical layers and extends toward the sub-Arctic
region at around 508N. The NAST shows a clear weakening trend with the center located at around 400 hPa,
approximately 100 hPa lower than its climatology, which
suggests that the attenuation in the NAST is mainly in
the midtroposphere when analyzed from the perspective
of horizontal winds. Furthermore, although a strengthening is found at the southern flank of the climatological
NAST, as suggested by Woollings et al. (2012) and
Harvey et al. (2015), the majority of the storm track is
characterized by a weakening trend. Therefore, we are
inclined to conclude that the NAST has been weakening
recently, which is consistent with Lee et al. (2012) and
Zappa et al. (2013). In general, the pronounced changes
in storm tracks based on the analysis of the EKE are at
mid-to-higher altitudes in the vicinity of their climatology. It should be noted that, because changes in the
North Atlantic and Pacific storm tracks are distinct from
each other, they should be examined separately instead
of using simple analysis of the global zonal mean (e.g.,
Yin 2005).
The significant interdecadal changes in the Arctic temperature, NPST, and NAST motivate us to hypothesize
that the changes in storm tracks may be a result of recent
Arctic amplification. To test our hypothesis, changes in the
occurrence frequency of negative phase of the NAST and
the poleward shift of the NPST are compared in different

conditions. A negative phase is defined to be days when
the normalized daily variation of the NAST (defined by
pp) averaged over 208–808N, 908W–108E has negative
values, which indicates a weak North Atlantic STA. To
identify the dominant areas and characteristics of the
NAST and NPST variability, empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis is applied to daily EKE anomalies for
the period 1979/80–2014/15 during the cool season over
108–808N, 908W–508E for the NAST and 108–808N, 1208E–
1008W for the NPST. Figure 3 shows the three leading
eigenvectors for both regions. The first modes of the
NAST and the NPST, which are characterized by a
monopole pattern over the selected domains, represent
changes in storm-track intensity (Figs. 3a,d). Since the
significant loading of daily variation of the NAST is over
208–808N, 908W–08, this region will be used to represent
daily changes in intensity of the NAST in the later calculation. The second mode shows an east–west (northeast–
southwest) shift of the NPST (NAST) (Figs. 3b,e). The
third EOF mode of the NPST depicts its north–south shift
(Fig. 3c), and thus the principal component of this mode
(PC3) will be used later to represent the poleward shift of
the NPST, while the third EOF mode of the NAST, which
is characterized by a tripole pattern, describes its aggregation or separation (Fig. 3f).
In the North Pacific, the relative frequency of
poleward-shifted NPST is defined as N/Ntot, where N is
the number of days of poleward-shifted NPST selected
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FIG. 3. Spatial pattern of the first three EOF modes of the daily mean (a)–(c) NPST and (d)–(f) NAST anomalies
during the cool season for the period 1979–2015. The percentage shown in each panel’s title represents the explanation variance of each mode.

based on the PC3 of the NPST that has positive values.
The value of Ntot is the total number of days during a
specific condition. We compare the change in the occurrence frequency of poleward-shifted NPST between
the warm and cold periods (Ntot 5 3276 days each). The
frequency of the poleward-shifted NPST is increased in
the warm Arctic period (Fig. 4a, leftmost bars), consistent with the results shown in Figs. 1 and 2. One might
argue that the SST change related to the ENSO has
some influence on the variability of the NPST
(Trenberth and Hurrell 1994; Straus and Shukla 1997,
and others). To examine the relative contribution of the
Arctic and tropical temperature change on the NPST,
we compare the warm and cold Arctic years during
which the ENSO is close to neutral (hereafter ‘‘pure
Arctic warming years’’). We select significant warm or

cold Arctic years based on the normalized Ts anomalies
averaged over the entire Arctic (608–908N) whose
standard deviations are greater than 0.8 or lower
than 20.8. Then we remove significant ENSO years,
which are defined as years in which the mean Niño-3.4
SST of the cool season is larger than 0.8 K or less
than 20.8 K. The cold Arctic years without ENSO influence are 1989/90, 1990/91, 1992/93, and 1993/94 for a
total of 728 days; the warm years without ENSO influence are 2005/06, 2006/07, 2011/12, 2013/14, and 2014/15
for a total of 910 days. Results shown in Fig. 4a (center
bars) suggest a 4.07% decrease in the relative occurrence frequency of poleward-shifted NPST during pure
Arctic warming years.
To further examine the combined effect of the Arctic
warming and ENSO on changes of the NPST, we
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FIG. 4. (a) Relative occurrence frequency (%) of poleward-displaced NPST over the cold and
warm periods (leftmost bars), cold and warm years selected based on the entire Arctic warming
trend (zonal bands averaged over 608–908N) without influence of strong ENSO events (center
bars), and with influence of strong El Niño and La Niña events (rightmost bars). (b) Relative
occurrence frequency (%) of negative phases of the NAST over the cold and warm periods
(leftmost bars), cold and warm Arctic years selected based on the entire Arctic warming trend
(center bars), and on the local Arctic (608–908N, 1608–208W) warming trend (rightmost bars).
The blue bars are for cold cases, while the red bars are for warm cases. The numbers on top of
the bars represent the value of each bar (%).

compare the warm years that have significant La Niña
events (2007/08 and 2010/11) and cold years that have
significant El Niño events (1982/83, 1986/87, and 1987/88).
The result is given in Fig. 4a (rightmost bars). During
the warm Arctic years with strong La Niña events, the
frequency of the poleward-shifted NPST is significantly increased (19.05% increase) compared to that
in the cold Arctic years with El Niño events. This result is consistent with previous findings that the NPST
displays an equatorward shift during El Niño years,

and vice versa during La Niña years (Trenberth and
Hurrell 1994; Straus and Shukla 1997). We also compare the warm years that have significant El Niño
events (2002/03 and 2009/10) and cold years that have
significant La Niña events (1984/85), and a 23.36%
decrease of poleward-displaced NPST during the former condition is found (figure not shown). To further
investigate the impact of pure ENSO on the change in
the NPST, we compare the frequency during the years
that have significant ENSO events but no significant
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changes in the Arctic temperature. Without the influence of the Arctic warming, there is still an increase in
the frequency of the poleward-shifted NPST in La Niña
years, although the results are not significant (figure not
shown). The above results suggest the larger contribution of La Niña to the observed poleward shift of the
NPST over the Arctic warming. While the results
confirm the findings from previous studies and provide
some new insights about the relative contribution of
the Arctic and tropical temperature to the changes of
the NPST, there are still uncertainties related to the
lack of sufficient sample size for the selected years. To
overcome this sampling issue and to confirm our observed findings, modeling experiments will be conducted in the future to clarify this issue.
In the North Atlantic, the relative frequency of
weakened NAST is defined as N/Ntot, where N is the
number of days of negative phase. To examine the
contribution of the Arctic warming on the weakened
NAST, we compare changes in the NAST frequency
among three different measures in selecting period or
years. We compare the change in frequency for 1) the
warm and cold periods that were defined earlier, 2) the
warm and cold years based on the seasonal mean Ts
averaged over the entire Arctic (608–908N), and 3) the
warm and cold years over the local Arctic region west of
the North Atlantic (608–908N, 1608–208W) where a
warming center is found. The cold years, based on
the Arctic temperature, are 1982/83, 1984/85, 1986/87,
1987/88, 1989/90, 1990/91, 1992/93, and 1993/94 for a
total of 1456 days; the corresponding warm years are
2002/03, 2005/06, 2006/07, 2007/08, 2009/10, 2010/11,
2011/12, 2013/14, and 2014/15 for a total of 1638 days.
Based on the local Arctic mean temperature anomalies,
the cold years are 1982/83, 1983/84, 1986/87, 1988/89,
1989/90, 1990/91, 1991/92, 1992/93, 1993/94, and 1994/95
for a total of 1820 days, while the warm years are 1998/99,
2002/03, 2005/06, 2009/10, and 2010/11 for a total of
910 days. The change in the NAST from the cold–warm
period shows an increase in the negative phase (Fig. 4b,
leftmost bars), which also implies a decrease in the positive phase. In other words, weaker storm events in the
North Atlantic are more frequent in the recent warm
period, which is consistent with the conclusion of Sun
et al. (2016), who suggested that the risk of extremes in
the high latitudes would be reduced as a result of the
sea ice loss. By doing the same analysis with the cases
of cold and warm Arctic years, the change in frequency is more obvious, especially for the case of local
Arctic Ts change (Fig. 4b, center and rightmost bars).
Therefore, under the warm Arctic condition, strong
storm-track events are less frequent over the Atlantic
while the weak storm-track events are more frequent,
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consistent with the weakening trend in the NAST as we
discussed before.

4. The underlying mechanism of the recent changes
in storm tracks and their near-future projection
In this section, we will investigate the underlying
mechanism of the observed storm-track changes and
examine the role of Arctic amplification. We will also
estimate the near-future projection of storm tracks by
using the future scenario from the CESM-LE.

a. Mechanism of the recent changes in storm tracks
Under the influence of rapid Arctic warming, the
baroclinicity is expected to decrease because of a
weakening in the meridional temperature gradient
(Frierson 2006; Screen 2014; Sun et al. 2015; Blackport
and Kushner 2016). Because the genesis of midlatitude
cyclones is largely controlled by baroclinic instability
(Eady 1949), changes in the baroclinicity will therefore
influence the STA. To test this hypothesis, the climatological baroclinicity for both the North Pacific and the
North Atlantic and their changes between the warm and
cold periods are displayed in Fig. 5. The baroclinicity is
defined as the negative meridional temperature
gradient 2dT/dy integrated from the surface to 400 hPa.
The climatology of baroclinicity is positive for both regions, indicating canonical negative temperature gradient as expected. During the warm period, a significant
decrease in the baroclinicity is found over 408–708N in
the North Atlantic, exactly in the same region where the
largest weakening in the NAST is observed (Figs. 1b–d).
In the North Pacific, there is a tripolar change in the
baroclinicity that comprises an increase to the north
(408–608N) and a decrease to the south (208–408N) of the
climatological NPST. This also matches the observed
poleward shift of the NPST (Figs. 1b–d). These results
support the hypothesis that the change in the baroclinicity is an important contributor to the changes in
both the NPST and the NAST. Moreover, the weakening in the meridional temperature gradient over the
NAST region reinforces the possible influence of the
Arctic warming on the NAST, while the dipole change
in the baroclinicity over the NPST region supports the
plausible contribution of La Niña–like SST change to
the poleward shift of the NPST over Arctic amplification
as suggested by Fig. 4.
The variation of STA should be related to the energy
conversion between mean flow and eddies (e.g., Chang
et al. 2002). To explain the interdecadal change in storm
tracks in terms of its energetics, we first analyze barotropic energy conversion (BTEC) between the mean
kinetic energy and the eddy kinetic energy using the
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FIG. 5. Climatology of longitudinal-mean baroclinicity over the
North Atlantic (black line; 908W–08) and North Pacific (gray line;
1208E–1208W), and their corresponding changes (red line with
squares for the North Atlantic; blue line with filled squares for the
North Pacific) between the warm and cold periods. The baroclinicity is defined as negative temperature gradient integrated
from the surface to 400 hPa. The original values of changes are
multiplied by 100 while the climatology are maintained as
original values.

following formula (Hoskins et al. 1983; Simmons et al.
1983; Lee et al. 2012):



P0 1 0 2
›u ›y
02
(y 1 u )
2
BTEC 5
›x ›y
g 2


›y ›u
1 (2u0 y 0 )
1
,
(3)
›x ›y
where g is the acceleration of gravity, P0 is the reference
pressure (51000 hPa), prime indicates transients, and the
overbar represents asymmetric mean flow. The BTEC is
related to the interactions between the deformation of
the basic flow and eddy fluxes. The BTEC and zonal wind
at 400 hPa, the level where maximum changes in storm
tracks are found (Figs. 2b,c, especially for the NAST), are
shown in Fig. 6. The distribution of the BTEC in both the
cold and warm periods (Figs. 6a,b) is characterized by a
BTEC from mean kinetic energy to eddy kinetic energy
along the northern flank of the Pacific jet as well as at the
entrance of the Atlantic jet (Black and Dole 2000;
S.-S. Lee et al. 2011, 2012). The mean flow in those regions
is confluent and characterized by cyclonic meridional
shear; meanwhile, eddies are tilted upshear across the confluence. Thus, both shearing and stretching induce positive
BTEC (Black and Dole 2000). On the other hand, the
mean flow obtains kinetic energy from the eddies at the
southern flank of the Pacific jet and from the exit region
of the Atlantic jet as a result of barotropic decay of the
eddies. The northward shift and northeastern extension

FIG. 6. Zonal wind (contour) and BTEC from mean kinetic energy to eddy kinetic energy (shading; W m22) at 400 hPa for the
(a) cold period, (b) warm period, and (c) their differences (warm–
cold difference). Contour interval in (a) and (b) is 10 m s21, while in
(c) is 1.5 m s21. Contour values smaller than 20 m s21 are omitted
in (a) and (b), and the zero contour is omitted in (c). Dotted areas
in (c) indicate differences of the BTEC exceeding the 95% significance level according to the Student’s t test.

of the Pacific jet, as well as the weakening of the Atlantic
jet, are clearly seen in the warm period (Fig. 6c). The
variation of the subtropical jet is partly related to the
change in the baroclinicity via the thermal wind relationship. Therefore, the northward shift of the Pacific
jet is indicative of an enhancement of baroclinicity to the
north and attenuation to the south, corresponding to the
northward shift of the NPST (Fig. 1); the attenuation in
the northern flank of the Atlantic jet is related to a local
decrease in the baroclinicity which implies a weakening in
the NAST. In this sense, the change in the baroclinicity
could also be inferred by changes in the jet location. A
closer investigation into the change in the BTEC (Fig. 6c)
reflects a negative change in the BTEC to the north of the
NPST and a positive change to the south, which should
favor a southward shift of the NPST. Moreover, an
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FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but for the vertical integral of BCEC (W m22) from (a)–(c) BCEC1 and (d)-(f) BCEC2
between 900 and 300 hPa, respectively. Contour interval in (a),(b),(d), and (e) is 5 W m22 and contour values
smaller than 5 W m22 are omitted. Dotted areas in (c) and (f) indicate differences exceeding the 95% significance
level according to the Student’s t test.

increase in the BTEC over the Atlantic should enhance
the local STA. Therefore, since changes in the BTEC
have opposite tendencies with changes in storm tracks,
the observed interdecadal change in storm tracks is likely
not the result of the change in the BTEC.
The energy for eddy growth is derived primarily from
the baroclinic energy conversion (BCEC; Peixoto and
Oort 1992), which involves energy conversion from mean
available potential energy to eddy available potential
energy (BCEC1) and from eddy available potential energy to eddy kinetic energy (BCEC2). The analysis of the
BCEC is based on the following formulas (Dole and
Black 1990; Cai et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2012):

!

P0 R


P g
0 0 ›T
0 0 ›T
uT
1y T
BCEC1 5
du
›x
›y
dp
  Cy / Cp
P
R 0 0
(v T ) ,
BCEC2 5 2 0
g
P

and (4)

(5)

where u denotes potential temperature, R (5287 J kg21 K21)
is the gas constant for dry air, and Cy (5717 J kg21 K21)
and Cp (51004 J kg21 K21) are the specific heat of dry

air at constant volume and pressure, respectively.
Therefore, BCEC1 is related to horizontal eddy heat
flux and mean temperature gradient, while BCEC2 is
an indication of vertical eddy heat flux. The vertical
integrals of BCEC1 and BCEC2 from 900 to 300 hPa in
the cold and warm period and their differences are
shown in Fig. 7. Overall, the magnitudes of BCEC1 and
BCEC2 are comparable with their maximum upstream
of the climatological storm tracks, which further allude
to the role of baroclinic instability as an energy source.
Their differences between the two periods (Figs. 7c,f)
suggest that changes in the BCEC contribute to the
interdecadal change in the NAST with weakened
BCEC from mean flow to eddy over the North Atlantic
during the warm period. Meanwhile, the significant
increase in the BCEC over the North Pacific is indicative of its role in the northward shift of the NPST.

b. Model simulation of the interdecadal change in
storm tracks and their near-future projections
In this subsection, the model performance in simulating the observed interdecadal changes in storm tracks
will be investigated by using simulations from the
CESM-LE. Furthermore, the near-future projection of
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FIG. 8. Differences of Ts (shading; interval: 0.5 K) based on the (a) ERA-Interim and (b) 33-member ensemble
mean derived from the CESM-LE between 1997/98–2004/05 and 1979/80–96/97. Climatology of storm tracks (hPa2)
based on the (c) ERA-Interim and (d) 33-member ensemble mean for the period 1979/80–2004/05. Contour interval
in (c) and (d) is 20 hPa2. Dotted areas in (a) indicate differences exceeding the 95% significance level according to
the Student’s t test.

storm tracks under different climate change scenarios
(RCP4.5 and RCP8.5) will be examined to determine
the role of Arctic amplification.
To evaluate the model fidelity in simulating the climatology of both Arctic amplification and storm tracks
(defined by the pp), the CESM-LE ensemble mean is
compared with the reanalysis for the overlapping period of 1979–2005 (Fig. 8), defining the cold period as
1979/80–96/97 and the warm period as 1997/98–2004/05.
Although the warm period extends only to 2005, the
characteristics of the Ts change in the reanalysis are
almost identical to Fig. 1a, suggesting its robustness,
albeit with changes in periods. In contrast to the
warming centers in Greenland and the northern North
Atlantic in the reanalysis (Fig. 8a), a maximum warming
in the model is simulated near the New Siberian Islands
(Fig. 8b). Meanwhile, a cooling is simulated over the
northern North Atlantic (around 558N, 308W), which is
not observed in the reanalysis. The observed cooling
trends over the eastern Pacific and northern Asia do not
materialize in the simulations. All in all, the CESM could,
to some extent, simulate Arctic amplification but with
regional biases. On the other hand, the model simulation
of the climatological structure of storm tracks (Fig. 8d)
bears similar characteristics to that found in the reanalysis
(Fig. 8c), although the simulated NPST is weaker.
The interdecadal changes in storm tracks are compared with the model and reanalysis (Figs. 9a,b). It is
noted that the observed uniform weakening trend in the
NAST could hardly be found in the ensemble mean.
Instead, the model simulates a meridional dipole change

in the NAST with strengthening in the southern flank
and weakening in the northern flank (Fig. 9b). The observed interdecadal northward shift of the NPST is replaced by an eastward shift in the model simulation.
Possible reasons for these model biases would be the
deficient simulation of the Arctic temperature change
and SST change in the North Pacific. Since the model
simulates a weaker warming in the Arctic than the reanalysis and a cooling over the North Atlantic that is not
observed in reanalysis (Fig. 8b), the uniform weakening
in the NAST is accordingly less significant and replaced
by a southward shift of the NAST. By the same token,
under the influence of the illusive warming center over
the New Siberian Islands and the missing La Niña–like
change of SST (Fig. 8b), the poleward shift found in the
NPST is replaced by a zonally oriented dipole change. In
light of this, Arctic amplification may play an important
role in the interdecadal change in storm tracks as we
hypothesized. In addition, a local change in Ts also has a
potential to modulate the change in storm tracks.
Hence, realistic simulation of the global temperature is
required to improve the simulation of storm tracks.
Aside from the influence of Ts, the potential role of
atmospheric internal variability (noise) versus external
forcing (signal) is also compared (Figs. 9c,d). Noise is
defined as the standard deviation of storm-track difference between the warm and cold period across 33 individual ensemble members. The maxima of noise are
located over the climatological regions of storm tracks
(Fig. 9c), which suggests the importance of the internal
variability on the interdecadal STA change. However,
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FIG. 9. (a),(b) As in Figs. 8a,b, but for storm tracks (hPa2). Dotted areas in (a) indicate differences exceeding
the 95% significance level according to the Student’s t test. (c) Noise is defined as the standard deviation of
difference across the individual ensemble members, while (d) the signal-to-noise ratio is the ratio of absolute
value of (b) divided by (c). The ratio larger than 2 is encircled by black contour.

an examination of the signal (ensemble mean)-to-noise
ratio (Fig. 9d) indicates that, although the internal variability has an influence on the NAST, the change in the
NAST is still largely controlled by the external forcing,
such as the Arctic warming, with most of the North
Atlantic having a ratio larger than 1. But the changes in
the NPST seem to be dominated by the internal variability with most areas having a ratio smaller than 1.
Although the ensemble mean could barely resolve the
observed features of Arctic amplification, the La Niña–
like change in SST, and the interdecadal changes in
storm tracks, some ensemble members may be able to
reproduce these signals. To test this, we calculate the
spatial correlation coefficient between individual ensemble members and corresponding observations. The
areas chosen for the computation of the spatial correlation coefficient are 608–908N, 1008–308W for Ts over
northeastern North America; 108–808N, 1208E–1208W
for Ts over the North Pacific; 408–808N, 608W–08 for the
NAST; and 208–608N, 1208E–1208W for the NPST. The
results are shown in Fig. 10. In terms of the changes in Ts
over the North Pacific and northeastern North America,
ensemble members 22 and 6 have the highest correlations with the observation (0.24 and 0.53, respectively).
Ensemble member 22 captures the signal of the La
Niña–like change in SST, whereas member 6 simulates
well the warming center over northeastern Canada and
western Greenland (Figs. 10a,b). When the La Niña–
like change in SST is reproduced by the model, a

significant poleward shift of the NPST could materialize,
making ensemble member 22 the best simulation of the
NPST (correlation coefficient of 0.53; Fig. 10d). This
further supports the link between the northward shift of
the NPST and the La Niña–like change in SST found in
the observational analysis.
When an intense warming over northeastern North
America is simulated, a significant weakening in the
NAST is found (Figs. 10b,e). However, the best simulation still has a cooling bias in the northern North Atlantic Ocean, which causes an enhanced baroclinicity to
the south of the cooling and a weakened baroclinicity
to the north (figure not shown) with a change opposite to
the observation. As a result, the corresponding weakening detected in the NAST shifts northward, and a
strengthening is simulated to the southern flank of the
NAST. On the other hand, ensemble member 20 is the
best representation of the observed weakening trend in
the NAST with the spatial correlation coefficient of 0.59
(Fig. 10c). It is interesting to note that, in the corresponding simulation of Ts, the cooling bias found in the
northern North Atlantic is weaker and shifts to the far
south. As a result of this, the simulated strengthening in
the southern flank of the NAST seems to be nearly gone,
and a uniform weakening of the NAST is reproduced
similar to the observed change. This further implies that
the surface temperature bias in the model, especially
over the North Atlantic Ocean, may be a factor that
worsens the NAST simulation.
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FIG. 10. Simulations of changes in (a) Ts over the North Pacific, (b) Ts over the North Atlantic (K), (c) the NAST,
and (d) the NPST (hPa2) that have highest spatial correlation coefficients with the observations. (e),(f) Corresponding
simulations of the pp and Ts. The regions chosen for the computation of spatial correlation coefficients are given in
the text.

Near-future projections of storm tracks and Ts under
different emission scenarios are investigated by comparing the projected changes between RCP4.5 and
RCP8.5 (Figs. 11a and c, respectively). A larger increase
in the Arctic temperature is expected in RCP8.5.
Meanwhile, a weakening of storm tracks is suggested in
both scenarios (Figs. 11b,d). It is interesting to note that
when a warmer temperature over the western Arctic is
projected in RCP8.5 compared with RCP4.5, a broader
area of the weakening of extratropical storms is found in
nearby regions. Meanwhile, similar warming magnitude
between RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 over eastern Canada may
be a reason for similar projected change in the NAST.
The above features reinforce our conjecture that Arctic
amplification has a remarkable influence on the change
in storm tracks. However, it needs to be mentioned here
that some previous investigators have suggested an increase just west of the United Kingdom based on the
multimodel mean of models from phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5; Chang
et al. 2012; Harvey et al. 2012). This is found in our
RCP4.5 projection, but it is absent in the RCP8.5 runs.

Therefore, although the near-future projection of storm
tracks based on the CESM-LE supports the relationship
between the Arctic temperature and storm tracks well,
the plausible bias of the CESM simulation still needs to
be considered.

5. The potential feedback of the NAST on Arctic
amplification
In the previous sections, the potential role of Arctic
amplification on the weakening of the NAST has been
examined using the reanalysis data and model simulation. In this section, we will discuss the possible feedback
of the weakened NAST on Arctic amplification.
First, the principal component of the leading EOF
mode (PC1) of the NAST (Fig. 3d) is used to represent
the daily variation of the NAST. Then, the temporal
correlation coefficient between the PC1 and daily Ts is
computed (Fig. 12). A significant negative (positive)
correlation is found between daily changes in the
NAST intensity and Ts over North America and its
adjacent ocean (northern Europe and the Barents and
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FIG. 11. Near-future projections of (a),(c) Ts (shading; interval: 1 K) and (b),(d) storm tracks (shading; interval:
0.5 hPa2) under the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios, which is derived as differences between the 15-member
ensemble mean of RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 for the period of 2016/17–39/40 and that of the historical runs for 1997/98–
2004/05.

Kara Seas). This indicates that, on a daily time scale,
weak NAST is likely related to a dipole pattern of the
Ts change with warming over the Arctic adjacent to
North America and cooling over northern Europe.
Since midlatitude storms mainly influence weather
and climate via moisture and heat transport (e.g.,
Simmonds and Keay 2009; Screen and Simmonds 2010;
Zhang et al. 2013), we will investigate first the characteristics of seasonal mean moisture transport in the
warm and cold Arctic years defined in section 3. During
the warm years, significant enhancement in poleward
moisture transport is seen over the Atlantic; while
during the cold years, more zonal moisture transport is
seen (Fig. 13). To distinguish the relative contributions
from low- (30–90 day), intermediate- (9–29 day), and
high-frequency (2–8 day) components to the enhancement of the seasonal mean poleward moisture transport during the warm years, a decomposition of
anomalous moisture flux is conducted. We define a
quantity A as A 5 A 1 AL 1 AI 1 AH , where the overbar indicates climatology and superscripts L, I, and H
represent low, intermediate, and high frequency, respectively. A Lanczos filter is applied to anomalies to
extract their low-, intermediate-, and high-frequency
components. Then, the anomalous moisture flux integrated from the surface to 300 hPa is decomposed as
follows:
Vq0 1 V 0 q 1 V 0 q0 ﬃ (VqH 1 V H q 1 V H qH )
1 (VqI 1 V I q 1 V I qI )
1 (VqL 1 V L q 1 V L qL ) ,

where V is the horizontal wind and q the specific
humidity. The results of decomposition are shown in
Fig. 14. The structure of Fig. 14a is roughly similar to
Fig. 13a with remarkably enhanced poleward moisture transport in the North Atlantic during warm
years. This indicates the applicability of the abovementioned decomposition. By comparing the relative
contribution of each component (Figs. 14b–d), an
anomalous equatorward moisture transport is found
in the North Atlantic for the high-frequency component, but an intensified poleward transport is
detected in the low- and intermediate-frequency
components. In this sense, a weakening in storm activities (high-frequency component) during the warm
Arctic years is suggested because the climatological
transport of the moisture and heat by the NAST
(high-frequency component) is directed eastward
and poleward, which is consistent with results discussed in previous sections.

FIG. 12. Correlation coefficient map between the PC of the
leading EOF mode of the daily EKE anomalies over 108–808N,
908W–508E (region of the NAST) for the period 1979/80–2014/15
and Ts (shading; interval: 0.02). Dotted areas denote correlation
exceeding the 95% significance level.
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FIG. 13. The vertical integral of moisture flux from the surface to 300 hPa (vector; 10 kg m21 s21; only values
exceeding the 95% significance level are shown) for the (a) warm and (b) cold years selected based on the entire
Arctic warming trend. Shading represents meridional transport (10 kg m21 s21).

To examine the potential feedback of the weakened
North Atlantic storm activities on Arctic amplification, a
composite analysis is conducted on daily moisture flux,
heat flux, downward IR, and Ts anomalies associated
with intense negative phases of the NAST (events selected based on the PC1 of the NAST with values less
than standard deviation of 21) (Fig. 15). During the

negative phases of the NAST (weakened storm activities
over the North Atlantic), equatorward moisture and
heat transport anomalies are found over the North Atlantic (Figs. 15a,b). Since the orientation of the anomalous moisture and heat transport is from northern
Europe toward the Arctic near North America, which is
opposite in direction to the climatological transport

FIG. 14. Composite maps of (a) Vq0 1 V 0 q 1 V 0 q0 , (b) VqH 1 V H q 1 V H qH , (c) VqI 1 V I q 1 V I qI , and
(d) VqL 1 V L q 1 V L qL (vector; 10 kg m21 s21; only values exceeding the 95% significance level are shown) for the
warm Arctic years. Shading indicates the meridional transport (10 kg m21 s21).
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FIG. 15. Composite maps of the anomalous (a) moisture flux (vector; 10 kg m21 s21), (b) heat flux (vector;
10 kg K m21 s21), (c) downward infrared radiation (shading ;interval: 3 W m22), and (d) Ts (shading; interval: 0.2 K)
associated with the negative phase of the intense NAST. For the moisture and heat fluxes, only fluxes exceeding the
95% significance level according to the Student’s t test are shown. Shading in (a) and (b) denotes the meridional
transport (10 kg m21 s21), whereas contours indicate anomalous convergence (green) and divergence (brown) of
integrated moisture and heat flux.

(figure not shown), it takes less humidity and heat away
from the latter region (the Arctic near North America)
and hence brings less heat and humidity to the former
region (northern Europe). As a result, an increase in
humidity and heat over northeastern North America is
expected. The expected change in humidity could be
seen in the composite of anomalous convergence of
moisture to some extent (contours in Fig. 15a). The
convergence of moisture flux is located over Baffin Island and the Labrador Peninsula, while divergence is
found to the west of Scandinavian Peninsula. Anomalous moisture convergence is expected to lead to an increase in humidity, which would enhance cloud liquid
water. Consistent with this, an increase in the downward
IR is found over northern North America (Fig. 15c;
Chen et al. 2006; Park et al. 2015). In light of the fact that
an increase in the downward IR has a large contribution
to the Arctic warming especially during the cool season
(Fig. 15d; Graversen 2006; S. Lee et al. 2011; Yoo et al.
2012; Woods et al. 2013), the weakened NAST can
provide a positive feedback to Arctic amplification
through the anomalous moisture transport. However,
the anomalous convergence of heat flux (contours in

Fig. 15b) is inconsistent with the pattern of the Ts
change (Fig. 15d), suggesting a negligible role of heat
transport by North Atlantic storm activities to the
warming over the Arctic near North America. To explain the feedback more comprehensively, a detailed
process study including a consideration of the variability at different time scales (from high frequency to
seasonal mean) is warranted.

6. Summary and discussion
a. Summary
Northern Hemisphere storm tracks experienced a
salient interdecadal change (i.e., a weakening in the
NAST and a northward shift of the NPST). The interdecadal weakening of the NAST in recent decades is
shown to be a result of the decreased baroclinicity associated with recent Arctic amplification, while the
poleward shift of the NPST is found to be influenced by
the La Niña–like change in SST. The investigation of the
barotropic and baroclinic energy conversion demonstrates the dominant role of changes in the BCEC on the
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interdecadal change of storm tracks. A CESM-LE simulation captures the general features of Arctic amplification and storm tracks, but with some regional biases.
The near-future projections of Ts and storm tracks
provided by the CESM-LE suggest that Arctic amplification will still be dominant in the future and storm
tracks will continue to weaken, which alludes to fewer
storm events over the midlatitudes. Fewer storm events
in the North Atlantic will further strengthen the warming over the Arctic near North America by increasing
the downward IR as a positive feedback but will hinder
the warming over northern Europe.

b. Discussion
This study points out the role of the decreased baroclinicity under the background of Arctic amplification in
the recent weakening trend in the NAST. Although our
current study provides new findings, the results are
limited to a relatively short period (1979–2015). Because
some previous studies showed an increasing trend in the
North Atlantic STA during a longer period (e.g., Chang
and Yau 2016), which is opposite to the observed recent
downward trend, we wanted to test whether the relationship between the Arctic temperature and the
NAST on the interdecadal time scale discussed in this
study will still hold when including the period of 1958–79.
Comparing the differences of storm tracks and Ts between the 1979/80–96/97 mean and the 1958/59–78/79
mean using ERA-40 (figure not shown), an upward
trend of the NAST is found during 1958–97 (consistent
with Chang and Yau 2016). Adjacent to the intensification of the NAST, a downward trend in Ts near the
North Atlantic is shown, which could result in an increase in the local baroclinicity and hence lead to
the observed upward trend of the NAST. Moreover, the
correlation coefficient between anomalous STA in the
North Atlantic and Ts over northeastern North America
reaches up to 0.406 for the period of 1958–2002, exceeding the 99% significance level. Therefore, the relationship between the Arctic temperature and NAST is
valid even over a longer period.
This study discussed the possible impact of Arctic
amplification on the changes in the NAST. However,
other modes of climate variability, such as the NAO, can
also influence the STA over the North Atlantic. For
instance, the south–north displacement of the NAST is
found to be correlated with the NAO, with a poleward
shift in the positive phase of the NAO, and vice versa in
the negative phase (Lau 1988; Hurrell et al. 2003; Bader
et al. 2011). Because the negative phase of the NAO is
more frequently observed recently (Strong et al. 2009;
Overland and Wang 2010; Liu et al. 2012; Woollings and
Blackburn 2012; Nakamura et al. 2015), investigating

the role of the NAO in the interdecadal change in the
NAST will be of great significance. Thus, in addition to
Arctic amplification, the role of various low-frequency
climate variabilities and their combined impact on the
storm-track change needs to be considered.
This study suggests a decreasing trend in frequency
and/or intensity of strong storm events due to global
warming (Figs. 4b and 11). However, Geng and Sugi
(2003) found that, although weak- and medium-strength
extratropical cyclones would decrease in the future, intense cyclones would increase, which is consistent with
Min et al. (2011) and Westra et al. (2013). On the contrary, Catto et al. (2011) and Chang et al. (2012) suggested
that the number and intensity of extratropical cyclone
will decrease with global warming, which is consistent
with our study. The research on the link between the
Arctic and midlatitudes is at an early stage. Our study
suggests, however, that improved simulation of the Arctic
climate is necessary for better understanding of the
physical link between the Arctic and midlatitude
weather. Given that significant biases exist in the current
models and that the variability of the midlatitude climate
system is highly modulated by the internal variability
(e.g., Zappa et al. 2014), improvement in the climate
models and large multimodel ensembles will be needed
for significant progress to be made in this area.
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